The pioneer photographer
William Henry Jackson (1843-1942)

Language: anglais
Date: 1929
Note: Oeuvre autobiographique composée de lettres, journaux, croquis et photographies illustrant la vie de pionnier et le travail du photographe dans le cadre de la US Geological and geographical survey of the territories
Field: Photographie
Variant of the title: The pionner photographer, Rocky Mountain adventures with a camera (anglais)
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Documents about this work
Documents about the work The pioneer photographer (1929) / William Henry Jackson (1843-1942)

See the document about this work

Pages in data.bnf.fr

This page in data.bnf.fr lab
The pioneer photographer in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages
This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb16267037m
Sources

Nouvelle histoire de la photographie / Michel Frizot, 1994
William Henry Jackson's "The Pioneer photographer" / compiled, edited, and annotated by Bob Blair, 2005

Variant of the title

The pionner photographer, Rocky Mountain adventures with a camera (anglais)